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ABSTRACT 

During the past year, the possible effects of electro-

magnetic radiation in the microwave region upon the mammalian 

nervous system have been investigated to explore and characterize 

such effects as may re late to human performance. 

The activity of isolated nerve preparations and tissue 

membranes increases with microwave absorption. Irradiation of 

sensory regions initiates a nociccptive response in the peripheral 

nervous system. These effects occur with only a moderate rise 

in temperature and do not occur if the tissue temperature is kept 

constant by cooling, Temperature increases in the body 

are associated with chan3cs in cortical d. c. potentials, which are 

further associated with behavioral changes. Additional studies 

' are under way to more fully characterize the effects observed and 

to look for possible interference with neural activity, through 

coupling or polarization phenomena without significant heating. 
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THE NEURAL EFFECTS OF MICROWAVE RADIATION 

l, 0 INTRODUCTION 

The subject of Contract AF30( 602) -1965 is the interac • 

tion of electromagnetic radiation in the microwave region with 

. 
the mammalian nervous system, ThouJh all microwave frequencies 

are being considered in relation to their potential effects upon 

the nervous <Jystem, particular experimental emphasis is placed 

upon the higher frequency bands including the 3000 megacycle, 

10, 000 megacycle, 24,500 mcgacycl e, and other bands merging 

into the far infrared region of the electromagnetic spectrum. 

The u'3e of increasingly powerful radar and communi • 

cations equipment at all microwave frequencies and the possi

bility of new microwave power transmission techniques give 

rise to a requirement that the effects of microwaves on the mamma-

lian ~ystcm be understood thoroughly to the point that effects are 

predictable. With the more penetrating microwave radiationi 

unusual heating effects arc found. Microwave heating in tissue 

is as with a source distributed in depth rather than at the surface 
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of the skin, In addition, athermal effects involving dielectric 

saturation and breakdown of tissue as well as localized tissue 

polarization are su~gested in special situations. 

The mammalian nervous system may be represented as 

a region of changing electrical char~e distribution involving the 

all-or-noth i.ng re sponscs of the individual neuron, the graded re-

sponse of the intcrcellular dendrite a, and changes in the charge 

distribution of the supportin~ electrolyte, The interaction of 

electromagnetic irradiation with such a medium is a provocative 

subject and has not been analytically characterized. 

The present report describes the rest1l ts of microwave 

absorption by the peripheral nervous system and supporting tis-

sues. A characteristic response is found to occur within a re:.a-

t ively narrow temperature range. This work is presented in 

Section 2. 0 of the present report. 

Most of the previous observations suggesting specific 

neural effects of microwave radiation in ;mammals refer to be-

havioral changes, To provide a measurable reference quantity 

which would be directly correlated with behavior, a study of di-

tt rect current potentials in the central nervous system has been 

2 
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initiated. The literature on this subject has been revieweCt 1 f and 

measurements have been obtained using deep electrodes with cats 

as the primary research animal. The central nervous system is 

found to provide measurable power, with the source divided into 

regions of lesser and greater power capacity. Low levels of 

microwave radiation show only a sugsestion of an effect on cere-

bral d.c. potentials. Radiant heating at higher levels does modify 

these potentials, Parallel experiments have been initiated with 

humans as subject using surface electrodes. The above work is 

discussed in Section 3. O . 

Pilot experiments directed toward repeating earlier 

data concerning the effect of microwaves on the behavior of chickens 

and investigating neural effects at a cellular level are described in 

Section 4. 0. These experiments generally supported the conten-

tion that microwaves cause primarily a heating effect on the mamma-

1 ian nervous system. 

Further work is planned to more completely characterize 

neural microwave effects associated with a rise in temperature. 

Continued effort is to be placed on devising experiments to investi

gate effects not associated with such temperature changes. Con-

eluding remarks and a statement concerning future work are presented 

in Section 5, O. 
3 
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2. 0 EFFECTS OF MICROWAVE IRRADIATION ON PERIPHERAL 
NERVOUS SYSTEM 

2. 1 Backgrowid 

Reports in both scientific and popular literature indicate 

that neurophysiological effects may occur as a result of microwave 

. . . (a,, 3,4t s- ) 
1rrad1ahon . Neural effects observed often have been 

( 2, 3, 6, 7) 
ascribed to the central nervous system 

In addition, it is often privately speculated, if not always 

stated in the literature, that some factor associated with microwave 

radiation other than the induced temperature increase, often termed 

an athermal effect, may be involved. It is the purpose of this sec

tion to demonstrate that the most immediate and possibly the only 

important neurophysiological effect of 3 cm. microwave radiation is 

due to an increase in temperature within the neural mass of the 

peripheral nervous system. 

2. 2 Experimental Procedure '· 

Peripheral nerves of the subject animal are exposed by 

reflecting overlaying skin leaving the nerve sheath intact, in order 

to provide relatively intense radiation at the subject nerves with a 

3 cm. source of limited power output, Furthermore, this procedure 

allows a temperature measurement to be made with the nerve. 

4 
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For this measurement, a thermistor Rrobe is placed beneath the 

exposed nerve and all other portions of the animal and areas ad

jacent to the nerve are shielded by use of an aluminum foil shield 

with an aperture for exposure of the nerve section under irradiation. 

The 3 cm. equipment provides a 1000 pulse per second output. In 

the pilot stages the subjects are placed in the near field (appraxi

materly 4 cm. from the horn) and the average power density is 

roughly estimated to be on the ~rder of ZOO milliwatts/ cm2 at 

the nerve . 

The animals are anesthetized with ether and decerebrated, 

the brain being removed as far back as the tentorium. Decerebra-

tion prevents the need for a central anesthesia and allows spinal 

and medullary reflexes to operate unsupressed. 

The decerebrated animal exhibits strong exterior tonus 

which causes the animal to assume a stiff, limbs outstretched, po-

sition. The back may be arched dorsally. This tonus can be over-

come, however, by a strong stimulus which in the conscious animal 

would appear to cause behavior indicative of a painful stimulus, i. e, 

a nociceptive response. This stimulus in a de cerebrate cat is 

5 
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prepotent over extensor tone and causes marked Hexion in the 

ipsilatcral limb and hyperextension of the contralateral limb. 

A nociceptive reflex may be defined as a reflex which 

comprises movements for protection or defense, or for the with-

drawal of the part from the noxious agent. They are prepotent, 

other less urgent reflexes being for the time inhibited, and they 

are imperative. A nociceptive reflex may be accompanied by al-

terations in the action of the autonomic nervous system. Per-

haps the autonomic response may be included with the nociceptive 

reflex, inasmuch as the fright or flight responses involve involun-

tary activation of visceral musculature, glandular substance, vas-

cular tissue, and respiration action which are related to protec-

tion and defense. 

The sciatic nerve is located and exposed but kept moist 

with normal saline. The carotid artery is cannulated for blood 

pressure measurement, The cats are allowed to recover from ether 

anesthesia, but as a result of the decerebration remain unconscious. 

The animals generally develop good decerebratt1 rigidity 

with strong extensor tone and stiff limb extension, and it is necessary 

6 
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to apply considerable force against the feet oi the cats while 

supporting the shoulder or back in order to flex the limbs. , 

Measurements of respiration, pulse rate, and blood pres-
sure are obtained before, during, and after irradiation. 

The results of the experiments have been reported sub-

sequent to the quarter by R. D. McAfee in a paper entitled ''Neuro

physiological Effects of Microwave Irradiation, 11 pr~sented at the 
' Third Annual Tri-Service Conference, Biological Effects of Micro

wave Radic>ting Equipment, August 25, 26, 27, 1959, ~niversity 

of California, Berkeley, California, 

2. 3 Results 

Initial experiments with cats during May and June demon-
strate the nociceptive response. These experiments involve micro-
wave irradiation of the exposed sciatic or radial nerve. 

In tht! several experiments completed at that time and subse
quently the following pattern illustrated in Figure 1 is characteristic. 

{ l) Immediately after the 3 cm. equipment is turned on, 

the animal remains quiet with the nerve temperature below 45 ° C. 

(2) At the time that the temperature of the nerve reaches 
0 

45 C., a distinct reflex occurs, generally involving flexure of the 

7 
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ipsilateral limb, further extension of the contralateral limb, 
.. and motion of the head, back, and forelimbs. 

( 3) Foll owing the first observed movement, the blood 

pressure increases from 40 to 50 mm Hg above the base value 

reaching a maximum in from 5 to 15 seconds, Concurrently, the 

respiratory system generally fol lows a pattern of apnea and 

subsequent increase in rate and depth. 

( 4) The effects noted above are reversed by turning 

the microwave equipment off, Nith the temperature of the nerve 

dropping, the blood pressure decreased to the base value and 

the limbs are re-extended. 

( 5) With repcti tive cycles of irradiation, the subject 

ani male exhibit an increasing delay in returning to base condit-

i one ( Figure 2), Eventual 1 y, after about ten cycles, the blood 

pressure becomes depressed, the pulse rate increases, and the 

pulse intensity decreases. At this point, an additional irradiation 

cycle often results in the death of the uwbj.ect, 

Numerous experiments have been performed to illus

trate the general nature of this response and to show the various 
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ways in which the nociceptive reflex may be elicited by 3 cm. 

microwave radiation. 

a. The Effect oi Infrared Heating on the Expotsed 

8 Sciatic Nerve of the Decerebrateo Cat - Von Euler clearly 

demonstrated the effect of warming exposed sciatic and other 

sensory nerves u.n nwnerous cats and on rabbi ts, and his re-

sults appear identical with ours, Therefore, it was considered 

unnecessary to run a series of experiments in which the nerves 

were heated by a means other than microwave heating; however, 

infrared was tried in a few cases ( Figure 3), and a nociceptive 

response identical to that in<lucec;. by radar was obtained at about 
0 

40 C. The 1 ower temperature reading may be accounted for by 

the location of the thermistor under the nerve. The probe did not 

indicate, therefore, the temperature at the upper surface of the 

infrared irradiated nerve which surface would be at a higher 

temperature since absorption of infrared is more superficial than 

the absorption of 3 cm. microwave irradiation. Mechanical stim-

ulation of the nerve by crushing it after infrared. irradiation 

showed the nerve to be still rcspona1ve (.r1gure 3), Indeed, the 
,. 
~ 11 
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nocicept1 ve effect obtained fron1 crushing the nerve with a hemo-

stat is no more intense than the effect obtained by thermostimula-

tion, and in ~he case of thermustimulation, the effect may be re-

peated many time~. 

b. The Effect of Cooling the Exposed Sciatic Nerve of 

the Decerebrated Cat During Micruwave Irradiation - As a con

trvl (Figure 4) the nerve was irradiated, and a nociceptive response 
0 

was obtained at abo..it 45 C. After the animal recovered, the nerve 

was again irradiated at the same power density, but prevented 
0 

from heating above 40 C. by blowing cool air over it, The irradia-

tion ..vas contin.ied for longer periods than those previously required 

to elicit the nociceptive response, No nociceptivc response was ob-

tained from the irradiated cooled, sciatic nerve while it was being 

cooled. When cooling was stopped, however, a nociceptive response 

occur redo 

c, Microwave Irradiation of the Zygomatic Branch of the 

Facial Nerv<} and the Triveminal Nerve in the Decerebrate Cat: 

Theory - Nerves rich in sensory fibers of the C and delta class 
8 

were shown bv von Euler to be highly responsive to thermostimulation, 

13 
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Among the sensory nerves which are rich in sensory fibers are 

the cranial nerves, particularly the trigeminal and the facial. 

Although the trigeminal nerve emerges from the side of the pons 

and the facial nerve from the lower border of the pons, these 

nerves belong to the peripheral nervous system rather than the 

central nervous system. The peripheral branches of these nerves 

leave the skull through foramina and pass along the bony structures 

of the head just below the skin. These nerves are generally protec

ted by insulating tis sue where they lie most nearly exposed to the 

elements, Nerves in such exposed positions may become easy tar

gets for microwave heating, especially if the head is oriented to 

allow the nerve to receive maximum microwave energy. 

Results - In order to test this assumption, the zygomatic 

branch of the facial nerve of a dccerebrated cat was exposed and 

irradiated with 3 cm. microwave irradiation. As the temperature 
0 of the nerve reached about 45 C., there was a weak nociceptive 

response; facial movement was noted and the blood pressure rose 

moderately. The branches of the trigeminal nerve were exposed, 

and at about 45° C. there was a strong nociceptive response; facial 
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movements were observed, and the bl6od pressure rose sharply, 

d. Microwave Irradiation of Skin Areas Richly Supplied 

With Sensory Fibers Contrasted with Skin Ars~s Poorly Supplied 

With Sensory Fibers: Theory - The nerve trunks, sciatic, radial, 

trigeminal, facial, which have been investigated are bundles composed 

of individual nerve fibers which are distributed and dispersed periph

erally under the surface of the skin at various depths and within the 

subcutaneous tissue. Microwave irradiation of an area of skin 

richly supplied with these fibers would perhaps penetrate readily 

to a depth within the skin where the nerve fibers lie. Thus, thermal 

stimulation of large numbers of sensory axons distributed within an 

irradiated area should be as effective in eliciting the nociceptive res

ponse as direct irradiation of a nerve trunk composed of bundles of 

these fibers. 

e. Irradiation of Feet and Forelegs of the Decerebrated 

Cat: Sensitive Region -The feet and the leg region just above the 

feet of a cat are areas richly supplied with sensory nerve fibers. 

A small area about 1 / 2 inch square was irradiated and at 45 ° C., 

as indicated by a thermistor placed under the skin, a strong nocicep

tive reflex occurred and the decerebrate animal withdrew his foot, 

16 
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The effect could be repeated with both forelimb and hind limb 

{Figure 5 ), 

A triangular flap of skin inchlding the subcutaneous fatty 

tissue was dissected from underlying tissue but not detached from 

the forelegs (or hind leg) skin at the proximal base of the triangle. 

The exposed leg muscle and tissue were wrapped in gauze and 

moistened with normal saline. Aluminum foil was wrapped around 

the leg at this site and covered with moistened gauze. The thermis -

tor probe was placed on the gauze, and the flap of skin placed over 

the gauze and probe, Except for this skin flap, the rest of the leg 

and the animal's body were shielded from microwave irradiation. 

0 The radar was turned on, and at about 43 C, a sharp rise in blood 

pres sure occurred. (Figure 6 ), 

f. Irradiation of the Ventral Surface of the Decerebrated 

Cat - A Region Poorly Supplied with Pain Fibers - A thermistor was 

placed under the abdominal skin of a dt cerebrated cat, and an area 

about l inch square was irradiated, No change in blood pressure 

or respiration rate, nor any movement was observed. The tempera-

o 0 
ture was allowed to rise to between 50 and 60 C., when a slight 

17 
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blood pressure increase occurred. This response was then com · 

pared with irradiation of forepaw skin, and the blood pressure 

was seen to rise as the subcutaneous temperature reached about 
0 

45 C, (Figure 7). 

A flap of ventral abdominal skin 1 in. square was dis

sected free from underlying tissue, except for one side (near the 

midline) and prepared in the manner described for the leg skin 

flap. The radar was turned on and the temperature rise was 

allowed to continue until the skin had a cooked appearance at about 
0 

60 C. No change whatsoever occurred in blood pressure or res-
piration, nor was there any sign of movement. (Figure 8 ). As 

an intermediate region in sensory distribution, the skin above the 

ribs of a decerebrated cat was irradiated. Not until the tempera

ture rise exceeded 45° C. did a significant blood pressure rise 
occur. The presser reaction resulting from sthnulation of this 

region was less than that obtained from the extremities. 

g. Microwave Irradiation of the Cranial Skin of the 

De cerebrate Cat - A 1 / Z inch square section ot skin over the 

frontal region of the skull of a decerebrated cat was exposed to 3 cm. 

20 
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microwav·o irradiation. As the thermistor under the skin indi-

0 
cated 43 C., a sudden, strong, nociceptive reflex with head 

movements and rise in blood pressure was produced (Figure 9). 

As a comparison, the skin over the back of the cat, which is a 

region poor in sensory fibers, wai. irradiated without effect, 

h. The Effect of a Sympatholytic Drug - Dibenamine -

That the nociceptive response produced by microwave irradiation 

involves the sympathetic nervous system seems probable, and in 

order to test this possibility a sympatholytic drug was used in 

order to block the response of the sympathetic nervous system to 

the nociceptive stimulus. 

An exposed sciatic nerve of a decerebrate cat was ex-

posed to 3 cm. microwave irradiation, and an increase in blood 

pressure was observed. Two ml. dibenamine was then infused 

into the femoral vein and 20 minutes allowed for the dose to take 

effect. No blood pressure changes of significance were observed 

on subsequent irradiation (Figure 10). 

L Local 3 cm. Microwave Radiation of Anesthetized Cats -

8 
Von Euler, in his work on selective responses to thermal etimula-

tion of mammalian nerves, indicates that the blood pressure 
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reSJ'.)Onses (pressor) remain in cats which have been anesthetized 

with chloralose. It was desired therefore to investigate the effect 

of this anesthetic on an intact cat, 

The sciatic nerve of a cat anesthetized with chloralose 

was exposed and irradiated with 3 cm, microwaves, At about 43° C. 

a sharp increase in blood pressure was observed (Figure 11 ), 

The right rear paw of a cat anesthetized with nembutal 

was irradiated. A strong nociceptive response occurred at about 

0 
42 C. with micturition, alteration in respiration, and subsequent 

trembling (Figure 12). 

2.4 Discussion 

The experiments reported herein show that local heating 

of sensory nerve trunks by microwaves elicits a noci~eptive re-

sponse identical to that reported by von Euler for thermode tern-

perature stimulatio:::i, In our experimehts, we have heated the 

sciatic or radial nerve by microwave irradiation, and we have com-

pared our results with the temperature response reported by von 

8 
Euler. The average temperature at which vap Euler obtained his 

response, about 45 ° C,, correspaxis with the average temperature 
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at which we outained responses, In our experience, as in von 
8 

Euler 1s, there was sorne variation in the temperature at which 

the response occurred, He found that the response occurred at 

0 0 a definite temperature within a range between 42 and 47 C. In 

addition to biological variation inferred above, some error on 

our accowit may have occurred because we placed the hypoder-

mic thermistor wider the nerve, and, therefore, did not regis-

ter its internal temperature. Often the movement of the cat, 

as a part of its nociceptive reflex, would displace the thermistor 

and the subot:quent temperature readings would be lost. 

The: nociceptive response of sensory nerve trunks to 

heat is not a reoponse of the heat receptors of the skin. Indeed, 

there are no heat receptors in the nerve trunk at the local site of 

irradiation. Therefore, we conclude that it is probably the same 

unmyelinated and thinly myelinated fibe,rs which were shown to be 

rc!active to heat b}' von Euler, that are causing the nociceptive re-

sponse to microwave radiation induced neat reported herein. 

Whether the myelinateo. fibers can be stimulated by :radar induced 

heat in any way awaits further study. 
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Sensory nervt= fibers which. lie rather Sllperficially 

in certain regions may be easily heated by microwave or infrared 

irracliation, Fatty tissue in which thetie nerve~ may be embedded 

would prevent loss of the heat generated at the ner~e because of 

its thermal insulating properties and its poor vascularization. 

These nerves may therefore respond to local microwave heating 

by a rise in neural temperature Lo the critical level necessary 

to produce the nociceptive response while nearby skin and muscle 
.. 

tissue ren,ains c1.dequ.ately covlec.L The head and foet of an animal 

and the head and hands of man are _wssible regions where local 

neural microwave heating may occur. This would be particularly 

true if the subject were oriented with respect to the radar beam so 

as to allow senaory nt:H'Vt= trw1tei:. to absorb a maximum of microwave 

radiation. 

A r.eagonable extension of the response to microwave 

heating by large sensory nerve bundles mentioned above suggested 

that areas of skin richly supplied by sensory fibers of the C and 

delta type which make up the sensory nerve bundle would prod~ce a 

nociceptivt! response when irradiated with 3 cm. microwaves, The 
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microwave heating may reach a sufficient depth within the skin 

(dependent on the radar frequency) to prenetrate to the tela sub-

cutance where the cutaneous nerve fibers branch out wider the 

dermis prior to sending perpendicular branches through the 

dermis and to the epidermis. In contrast with microwaves, in-

!rared radiation is primarily absorbed at the surface of the skin 

and produces its maximum heating at a depth which corresponds 

to the level of the heat sensitive thermal receptors. As a result 

of infrared heating, vascular changes in the skin take place which 

protect the deeper lying structures from infrared damage and 

prevent the neural plexis from reaching critical temperatures. 

Antidromic vasodilation surface evaporation and cold environments 

aid in protecting against infrared radiation. In this connection, 

microwave heating is not a usual environmental challenge as is 

infrared heating, and the evolution of organisms has not provided 

an adequate warning and protecting mechanism for local heating of 

a penetrating nature. 

2. 5 Summary 

A nociceptive reflex can be elicited from a decerebrated 

or anesthetized cat by microwave irradiati~n, The reflex includes 
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a sharp rise in blood pressure and pulse rate, changes in the 

rate and depth of respiration, and movements of the limbs and 

body which suggest an attempt to withdraw from the stimulus. 

These responses occur when an exposed sciatic, radial, facial, or tri-

o 0 geminal nerve reaches a temperature between 42 and 47 C. as in-

dicated by a thermistor probe. The nociceptive response and the 

temperature at which it is elicited is identical with the response 

from a jacketed and water heated nerve as described by von Euler 

The response does not occur if the nerve is cooled while being ir-

radiated, and it can be elicited by infrared heating. In addition, 

the nociceptive response may be obtained by irradiating with micro• 

waves sldn rich in sensory nerve endings but not from skin poor 

in sensory fibers, 

The neural effects of 3 cm, microwave irradiation may 

be attributed to temperature stimulation of thinly myelinated and 

unmyelinated sensory nerve fibers of the' C and delta type in 

nerve bundles or distributed beneath areas of sldn richly supplied 

with sensory nerves of this kind. 
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3. 0 INTEGRATED NEURAL ACTIVITY AS ASSOCIATED WITH 
CHANGES IN THE STEADY POTENTIALS OF THE 
CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM 

3.1 Microscopic Electrical Polarization in the 

Central Nervous System 

a. Evidence for the Existence of Steady {Direct-Current; 

Potentials in the Central Nervous System - Although the existence 

of steady potentials in organic tissue has been known for a century, 

and the resting polarized potential of nerve tissue for nearly as 

long, interest in the presence of d. Co in the central nervous system 

on a molar basis did not receive impetus until 1941. In that year 
9, 10, 11 

Libet and Gerard demonstrated the trans-'' cortical'' steady, 

or direct-current, potential in the isolated brain of the frog and pos

tulated a theory of soma-axon polarization to acco'unt for it. They 

further found that waves of spontaneous activity spread across the 

cortex in a surface and, hence, non-synaptic manner and postu-

lated that direct potentials might be related to such spreading. 

Their report instigated a series of investigations that, unfor-

tunately, did not gain momentum until tJ:ie early l950's with the 

voluminous work of Goldring and 0' Leary on the form of the poten · 

12, 13 
tials . 
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Essentially, in all normal brains a difference of elec

trical potential exists between the several geometrical parts -

such as frontal pole and occipital cortex, midline and lateral sur-

face, and pial surface and ventricle. In fact, a potential difference 

can be measured, practically, betweell' any one part of the brain 

(cortical or subcortical) and any other part of the brain; or it 

may be measured with reference to an incUfferent electrode (such as 

on the sciatic nerve or periostewn, etc. ). The magnitude of this 

potential varies, all other things constant, between individuals 

.. _, and species, and is of the order of l to 30 millivolts. The polar

ity also varies, though it is relatively constant - as is the mag

nitude - in a given preparation as long as the preparation is not 

disturbed in any way, be it neural, electrical, or chemical. 

• 
'\ • • 

Other ''static'' characteristics of the potential are described, in

cluding slow cyclic changes {over minutes and hours) when no 

stimulation is presented to a preparation in any form, etc. 
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b. Correlates of the Changing Steady-Potential - The 

work of Goldring and 0' Leary and a number of other authors 1 

demonstrates that the characteristics of the steady potentials 

change under various types of stimulation, including electrical 

and physical, chemical and physiological ( e. g, humoral), primary 

and secondary (i.e. behavioral or psychological correlates), and 

with the spreading depression or diminution of Leao. This is the 

piemmenon by which a spreading wave of depression of electrical 

activity (i.e. spontaneous type activity such as is seen L'1 

the EEO) can be induced in the cortex. This wave can be initiated 

by a number of things and when started spreads slowly ( 3 mm.. /min

ute) across the cortex, lasting about 20 minutes in a given area 

before normal recovery. Associated with this is a shift in the d. c. 

potential at any point or between 'any two points, Exactly what 

changes in d, c. will occur are, with the exception of the chemical 

stimulants, rather difficult to predict in terms of direction and 

magnitude. Significant, perhaps, are '\he changes in d. c. paten-

tials due to (a) shock therapy (electric, metrazol, or insulin); (b) 

electrical stimulation of primary response mechanisms - such as 
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the optic nerve or lateral geniculate body; (c) stimulation of 

''arousal'' mechanisms (e.g. reticular formation of the brain 

stem or the cerebellar cortex); {d) light or auditory stimulation 

of receptors; (e) applied polarization under some of the conditions 

above; {f) chemical stimulation by such substances as veratrine, 

strychnine, potassiu..--:n chloride, novocaine, and malononitrile. 

c. Physiological Basis of D-C Potentials - Ad. c. 

measurement across any portion of the brain may include pH 

oxygen tension and diffusion potential components, as well as 

voltages more expressive of neural activity. One investigator 

even demonstrated that a major part of the steady potential exist

ing in the olfactory lobes of the rabbit were due to d. c. potentials 

in the receptors, Potentials set up by electro-tonic spread of . 
active nerves or fibers also undotibtec.ly contribute to the leveb 

measured. Some authors believe ·that the frequency of firing of 

some nuclei with respect to others set up unequal distributions of 

electrolyte in the inter~titial fluid which add to the other existing 

potentials, These and other concepts are discussed in more detail 

in the theoretical section which follows. 
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One significant lack in the literature is a statistical 

analysis I per se, of existing data on any aspect of the steady 

potentials. Some of the trends are indicated, but nothing from 

which conclusions may safely be drawn. 

d. Evaluation - The steady potentials arising from direct-

current in the central nervous system appear to be a normal phe-

:rnnenon existing at a given level under certain prescribed condit

ions and thus lend themselves as indicators in neurophysiological 

research. There can be no doubi from the evidence presented that 

these potentials are very necessary for functioning in the central 

nervous system and that an understanding of their existence and 

characteristics is necessary to an understanding of nerve function. 

A particular importance is attached to the possibility of employing 

measurements of steady potentials as an index of behavioral effects 

brought about by external stimuli such as microwave irradiation. 

For example, it is felt that changes in cortical steady potentials 

contribute to facilitation and inhibition, that they are directly re

sponsible for reticular formation "atousal" and that potentiation 

of unit activity depends primarily on the d. c. fields. 
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3. 2 Effects of Microwave and Infrared Irradiation on 

Cortical D-C Potentials 

The two experiments reported below were performed 

to study the effect of whole body microwave and infrared irradiation 

on cortical d. c. potentials. 

a. Experiment I - ~ratua and Procedure: A 2-year 

old male cat is anesthetized to a deep surgical level with nembutal. 

His skull is then trephined and rongeured until an opening of about 

' 1 cm, square is made. After the dura is cut and excised, two 

calomel half-cell electrodes are attached via KCl salt bridges to 

the pia surface of the sensory-motor cortex and the ventricle res-

pectively. A Hewlett-Packard 425A Microvolt-Ammeter is used 

to measure potential levels and shifts. 

The cat's abdomen is placed 52. 5 centimeters from the 

horn of a three centimeter radiiiting source. The power at the 

cat is calculated to be O. 011 watts square centimeter. The animal 

is irradiated with 1000 pulses per second for periods of 1, 2, 5, 

and 10 minutes. 

Results: Initially (Le before irradiation) the pia-ven

tricular potential is steady at nine millivolts, surface positive to 
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white matter. Three centimeter radiation at the power levels 

used does not appear to alter the level of the potential. However, 

there is a consistent one or two millivolt negative shift at the be-

ginning of each irradiation interval. This persists for l - 2 min

utes, then the pia-ventricular potential returns to the pre-radia-

tion level of 9 millivolts. 

b. Experiment II - Apparatus and Procedure: The 

cat is prepared much the same as in Experiment I, the depth 

electrode being some 3-4 millimeters below the surface of the 

cortex. Electrodes are reversible calomel half-cells, whose 

potential difference is tested at less than 50 microvolts in a sat

urated KCl solution. 

After preparation the animal is irradiated on the back 

and lower extremities by an infrared lamp. After 38 minutes, 

a hot-air stream is projected against the abdomen to accelerate 

temperature rise. This is continued for a total time of 80 min

utes until death. Both the cortical d. c. potential and rectal tern-

perature are measured as a function of time. 

Results and Discussion'. The initial d. c. potential is 

about 27 millivolts, pia surface positive to ventricle. Initial rectal 
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temperature is 36 Centigrade. Figure 13 shows the relation be-

tween the d. c. potential and body temperature; Figure 14 shows 

how both vary with time. 

It would appear from the measurement of d, c. potential in Fig-

ures 13 and 14 that the d. c. potential decreases continuously during 

the experiment. Short term changes after infrared is initiated, after 

the hot air blower is turned on, and at a particular temperature (ap

proximately 43° C.) suggest a relationship between d. c. potentials 

and the temperature control system. All variations appear to be a-

periodic and to oscillate about the curve shown. Each perturbation 

coM ists of first a drop in potential 'and then a levelling out. The 

leveling out appears similar to the return to base line after 2 minutes of 

microwave radiation found in Experiment I. It is probable that had 

the power density or time of irradiation been increased, a long-term 

shift in d, c. potential (as in Figures 13 and 14} would have occurred. 

In either case, the return to base line or resistance to change in the 

d. c. potential tends to support the contention of some investigators 

( Goldring and 0' Leary, 195 7a, 19::; 7b) that steady potentials act as 

14, 15 
a '1homeostatic 1

' regulator. 
40 
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e. Swnmary and Conclusions to Microwave Infrared 

Experiments - Two cats were. irradiated with electromagnetic 

energy; one with 3 centimeter microwaves (0. 011 watts /centimeter 

square), the other with infrared. Microwaves did not change the 

level of cortical d. c. potential even after l 0 minutes except for 

slight initial shifts followed in one or two minutes with a return 

to base line. With infrared irradiation, however, there was a 

slow shift in the d. c. potential at first, becoming more rapid 

as body temperatures increased. These results indicate that there 

are changes in cortical potentials, and presumably oxidative me-

tabolism, directly related to body temperature, 

3. 3 Neurophysiological Experiments 

a. Direct-Current Power Measurements - The Summing 

of Power Sources: Introduction - Work by Pinneo and Kessehnan 
16 

(1959) revealed that the brain of _the mammal may be considered 

a power device rather than a voltage device. This follows from their 

finding that a measurable current can be obtained between several 

parts of the exposed cerebral cortex and deeper structures. The 

following experiment was designed to evaluate the amount of power 
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that might be obtainable from the CNS bioelectric generator 

and whether the power from two or more electrode systems, 

when added together in an external circuit, would also add to the 

capacity of the system. 

A;pparatus and Procedure: An anesthetized cat (nem

butal~ was prepared with four electrodes placed as shown in Fig

ure 15. A given pair of electrodes utilized a wick electrode on 

the surface of the cortex and a pipette depth electrode. The 

latter was about 4 millimeters below the surface in the white mat

ter and about 5 - 10 millimeters distant from the surface electrode • 

One pair of electrodes measured from the left frontal pole, and the 

other pair from the parietal -visual. area of the right hemisphere, 

as may be observed in the Figure, 

In the experimental arrangement used, each electrode 

consists of a commercial calomel half-cell connected to the elec-.. 
tr ode tips via polyethylene tubing. Saturated KCl serves as the 

salt bridge. Electrode potentials measured before and after each 

experiment range between 20 and 50 microvolts (a given electrode 

pair is changed if a measurement of 100 microvolts or more is 
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obtained in a buffer solution of 3 molar KCI. 

Figure 16 shows the measuring circuit and its equiva-

lent. Connected across the wireleads of a given electrode pair 

is a General Radio ( Q, l 1o tolerance) decade resistance box to provide 

a variable load. Shielded leads are used throughout. The re sis -

tance can be varied from 1, 000 ohms to 1. 11 meghoms in 1, 000 

ohm steps. 

The voltage drop across the resistance box is measured 

by a Hewlett-Packard 425A d, c, microvolt ammeter, As shown 

in the equivalent circuit of Figure 16-B, the open-circuit voltage 

is read as the drop directly across the source: Internal im-

pedance of the biologic generator under consideration is determined 

by lowering the decade resistance un.til the voltage drop reads one-

half the open circuit voltage; the load resistance is then equal to 

the internal impedance between the cortical electrodes, 

Power supply capacity for a given electrode combination 

is taken as the open circuit voltage squared, divided by the internal 

impedance. This may or may not be quite accurate, depending upon 

whether Thevenin's theorem holds for electrolytic solutions and 
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TABLE I 

VALUES OF POWER OUTPUT CAPACITY FROM THE CNS OF CATS 

BASED UPON OPEN CIRCUIT VOLTAGE AND INTERNAL 

IMPEDANCE FOR VARIO US COMB1NATIONS OF 

ELECTRODES 

.._ 

Electrode Power Capacity Open Circuit Load in 

No. Combinations In Watts Pat. in M. V. KOhms 

1 1 + 5 X 6 3.6xio-7 19.0 10.0 
2 1 + 5 X 2 1. 3 X 10- 7 28.5 6.0 
3 1+5x2+6 l.Zxl0- 7 l5. o 4.9 
4 1 X 2. LOx 10- 7 30.0 8.6 
5 5 X 2 9.8xl0-8 23,0 8.0 
6 1 X 2 + 6 9.6x10-8 24.0 6.0 

7 5 X 2 t 6 8.3x 10-8 25. 0 7.8 
8 5+6xZ 7.0x10-8 21.5 7.0 

9 1 + 6 X 2 6.0x10-8 21.5 8.0 
10 1 X 2 t 5 3, 4 X 10-S 13. 0 5.0 
1 1 5 x l + 2 2.8x10- 8 13. 0 5.0 
12 5 X 6 2. 3 X 1 o-8 21. 5 20.0 
13 l x 6 1.2xlQ-8 19.0 30.0 
14 5+6xl+2 LO x 10-8 7.0 4.4 
1.5 1+6x2+5 8,0x 10-9 6.0 4.5 
16 1 X 5 t 6 7.0x10-9 6.5 6. 0 

17 6x2 6. 7 X 1 o-9 10.0 15.0 
18 1 t 2 X 6 3. 8 X 1 o-9 5.5 8.0 

19 2+5x6 3.4xio-9 6.o 11. 0 

20 5 X 1 + 6 L 6 x 10-9 7.0 31. 0 

21 1 X 5 l.2x10-ll 0.6 30.0 

Note: Polarity is written, in each case, with the first electrode of 

combination :eositive to the second, as measured on the Hew-

lett -Packard Model No. 425A Microvolt-ammeter . 
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neural tissue. Presumably it does - since Ohm's law holds for 

electrolytes when electrode potentials and liquid-junction poten-

tials are taken into account. If Trevenin's theorem does hold, then 

the power measurements given below are slightly smaller by a 

factor of about 3. The power capacity represents the maximum 

available without loading the generator, i.e., when the load is no 

less than twice the internal impedance. 

All measurements are made within a period of about 15 

minutes of each other and about 4S minutes after electrodes have 

been placed. As a result of repeating measurements on about l 1 3 

of the power levels I these levels were found to be within 95 per cent of 
their 
original value over a period of about two hours. 

Results and Discussion: Twenty-one different measure

ments are involved, including all possible combinations of electrode 

connections. Values of power, op~n circuit voltage and internal 

impedance are listed in order of power magnitudes for each electrode 

combination in Table I. Initial analysis shows that for a single 

pair of electrodes, as much as 1 x 10-7.watts is available, while 
' 

-7 as much as 3. 6 x 10 watts is available with combined electrodes. 
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-11 The lowest value measured is 1. 2 x 10 watts, while most 

-8 of the values and the average are on the order of 10 watts. 

Addition of power capacity through addition of electrodes in ex

ternal circuits is found, though these additions are non-linear. 

The results of several additional analyses follow. 

As indicated above, electrodes land 5 are surface, 

Z and 6 are depth, l and Z are left frontal cortex, 5 and 6 are 

right parietal-visual;; 3 and 4 are not used in this experiment. 

The range in open-circuit voltage is from 0. 6 to 30 

millivolts; groupings are more predominant between 20 to 30 and 

5 to 7 millivolts, Internal impedance varies· from 4. 4 ohms to 

31 k ohms, with the largest group by far in the 4 - 8 k ohm region. 

Means, medians and modes are shown in Table II. The values 

of these meaaures of central tendency indicate skewed di13tribu

tions and therefore the potential variations are not the result of 

pure chance. With respect to electrode 2, all other voltages are 

positive (6 = +10, 5 = + 28 millivolts); the relative difference be-

tween thei e electrodes is comparable, though not exact. Such an P:t) I 

ordering does not hold for the impedances (re: 2), however • 
'· 
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TABLE II 

MEANS, MEDIANS AND MODES OF TWENTY-ONE ELECTRODE 
COMBINATIONS MEASURING VOLTS (D-C) AND 

INTERNAL IMPEDANCE (RESISTIVE) 

Voltage Resistance 
(mv) (K Ohms) 

Mean 16,08 11. 25 

Median 19,00 8.00 

Mode 21. so 7,00 
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Maximum. power is found to occur most often when 

electrodes 1 or 5 or 1 + 5 are positive and where 2 or 6 (but 

never 1 and 5) are negative. On those occasions when either 

of the surface electrodes are negative (c. f., 5 x l + 2, 5 x 1 + 6, 

1 x 5 + 6, etc.} the powers are characteristically low, regardless 

of potentiaL One significant finding perhaps is that the extremes 

of polarity, + 1 and - 2 alsp yield the largest power of a single

electrode pair, and all higher powers reflect this opposition • 

This is undoubtedly due to the combination of high voltage and low 

impedance between these two electrodes. Another interesting 

finding is that the largest power outputs occur when two elec

trodes are positive to one electrod~ {e.g., 1 + 5 x 6, l + 3 x 2, 

5 + 6 x 2, etc. ) as opposed to two positive and two negative (e.g., 

5 + 6 x 1 + 2., 1 + 6 x 2 + 5, etc, ) or one positive and two negatives 

(e.g., lx2+6, lx2+5, lx5+6, etc.) . 

.. 
It is difficult to assess these results. A logical approach·, 

of course, is to analyse the data in terms of network theory. If 

we consider the potentials between any two electrodes as that of 

a black box, we have a situation like that in Figure 16-B. Here 
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RX is the decade resistance, RM and V Mare the Hewlett-Pack

ard 425A, terminals,A andB can be any of the 21 electrode 

combinations, Eis all sources of e.m.f. andR1 is all the d.c. 

resistances (including the internal resistance of the sources of 

e.m.f.) between the terminal.,, Assuming Ohrr. 1 s law to hold: 

then when RX is very large with respect to R
1
, there will be a neg

ligible amount of IR
1 

drop and V M will approximate E. Further

more, as RX is made smaller, its value will equal that of R1 

when V = E/ 2. Thus, the largest possible power output will ex-
M 

ist when I and E are constant for small values of RX, It will be 

seen that this is true when RX = 2.Rf 

Now, by Thevenin's theorem 

( 1) 

where v OC is the open-circuit voltage (determined by VM and E, 

R and R are as defined above. I will be a maximwn, for a con-
I X · 

stant voltage of E, when RX= ZR1 or 

(2) 

Thus, the maximwn power output 

(3) 
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If we solve for current in the case of the six primary electrodes, 

the results are as shown in Col11rnn B, Table IIL 

It should be remembered, of course, that the black box 

is a volume conductor and that any voltage and currents sholll.d be 

analyzed in terms of the effc>cts of one upon the other. Again, 

if Ohm's law is valid here, we sho..ild be able to construct a net-

work of the different electrod~ potentials and internal impedances 

and solve for the total effects by the application of Kirchhoff's laws. 

Such a network for the six basic combinations is shown in Figure 17 . 

Electrode 2 was taken as the reference since it was negative to all 

other electrodes, Polarities are as indicated. Solution for the 

value and direction of currents I
1

, 1
2

, and 1
3 

for the three closed 

loops is shown in Figure 18, The various swns of currents as de

termined by this method for the six electrode combinations are 

listed in Column C of Table III for comparison purposes, By net-

work theory, they should be comparable; however, they are not. 

One is tempted to initially assign these discrepancies to 

non-linearity. One can disregard the effects of junction or dif

fusion potentials at the electrodes, partly because they were 
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TABLE III 

SUMMARY OF MEASURED AND CALCULATED CURRENT 
VALUES FOR THE SIX PRIMARY ELECTRODE 

COMBINATIONS 

A B C 

Electrode Calculated Calculated 
Combination From Power From Network 

1 X 2 1. Z X 10-6 2, 3 X 10-S 

} X 5 6.7x 10-9 6. 7 X 10-8 

1 X 6 -7 2.lxl0. 4, 4 X 10 
-8 

5 X 2 1. 2 X 10 -6 
- 8. 0 X 1 o-9 

5 X 6 1. 0 X 1 (; - 6 - 5,9 X 10-S 

6xZ 6. 7 X 10 
-7 

l.Sxl0-8 
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selected prior to the experiments and tests before and after 

revealed negligible potentials; partly because of their distance 

apart; and partly because by the time measurements were made 

potentials had been stable for some 30 minutes. If we assume 

Ohm's law to be valid, then the network eQuations are also valid -

provided the impedances and sources of e.m.f. are correct. And, 

though undoubtedly a large number of sources contribute to these 

voltages, they still effectively lie between a given set of electrodes 

for which all like elements may be logically lumped. However, 

one characteristic of nervous tissue is that its impedance changes 

in the direction which will oppose curfent flow through it; it is 

quite probable that this is non-linear and therefore varsitor (or 

perhaps semi-conducto!) action is indicated. 

Before accepting the more difficult assumption of non

linearity it is necessary to show that the discrepancies in the net

work analysis cannot be acc_ounted for in terms of Ohm's Law • .. 
Consider the black box relationships in Figures 16, 17, and 18. 

If, in Figure 16, terminals A and B represent any two of the 21 

electrode combi:p.ations, then we must assume that values of open-
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FIGURE 17 - EQUIVALENT NETWORK SYNTHESIZED FOR 
ANALYSIS OF ELECTRODE ARRANGEMENT, 
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circuit voltage and load resistance reflect the outpti.t of the total 

system. In Figures 17 and 18, then, each primary electrode com

bination is a reflection of the observed discrepancy between cal

culated and measured current flow: i.e., the measured values 

are not the "real" values between a given electrode pair. 

To determine what the ''real' 1 v'alues are, one must 

assume that the resistive component or the potential source com-

ponent between a given set of electrodes is constant and linear • 

One can then subject the network of Figure 17 to delta-wye trans• 

formations, and, by the use of Kirchhoff's laws and Thevenin's 

theorem, solve for each "real" value of open-circuit voltage and 

internal impedance. Such a procedure, hav ever, becomes un

wieldly for a four ~terminal network since it is necessary to solve 

for seventy-two simultaneous equations. By first solving in 

terms of the power in each brancir, one can reduce these seventy

two equations to twelve. 

By following this rationale, however, one is forced to 

conclude that the distribution of power output in the brain is 

spotty; i.e., that there arc "hot" spots where the power producing 
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capability is relatively large while in between these spots it is 

relatively low (or, one might say, the relative impedance is 

greater). The reasoning leading to such a conclusion is as 

follows: If we attempt to solve for the "real" power component 

of each electrode pair we must assume that we are measuring fr0111 

a volume conductor. But, network analysis for a volume conduc-

tor shows that in a true vol\ltlle conductor, power is always a con

stant with respect to point of measurement. Since the measured 

powers in this experiment are anything but constant, it must be 

' concluded that the power capacity is concentrated in certain areas 

with a relatively high impedance in between. 

This conclusion leads to the prediction that between the 

six primary electrode combinations there should be a decrease in 

power inversely proportional to any increase in resistance between 

them. In addition, one would expect that several clusters of ap

proximately equivalent powers should exist for the 21 electrode 

combinations. That is, there should be power levels that are no

ticeably discrete from each other but within which several electrode 

combinations should exist. For example, one would predict that the 
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clusters would tend to fall along the line connecting power vs, 

load for the six primary electrode combinations. For high 

power levels at low impedances a cluster should exist involving 
'.: 

those electrode combinations that include the greatest power 

concentrations in the primary electrodes; another should exist 

at intermediate values and another at the lowest values. 

Figure 19 shows that thilJ is approximately the case. 

Here the current function (open-circuit voltage per resistive load) 

is plotted for all electrode combinations. The dashed straight 

line indicates clearly the tendency for a drop in power as im

pedance increases. Also, there are two definite clusters where 

the concentration of power is both high and low (or of intermediate 

value) indicated by the dashed circle-a. The two clusters do not 

follow prediction exactly, since both do not lall on the line for 

the six primary electrodes. However, they do support the hy-

pothesis that there are, effectively, separate areas for the con

centration of power output in the brain with relatively no power de-

velopment between these areas, 
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Summary and Conclusions - T_his experiment was con

cerned with the amount of electric power available from the whole 

brain of cat. It was also concerned with the measurement of power 

between electrodes combined in an external circuit in order to 

clarify the distribution, characteristics, and capacity of power 

in the whole brain volume conductor. 

Fo.ir calomel electrodes were placed on the cortex of 

a cat. One pair was located over the left-frontal hemisphere, 

the other over the right-central hemisphere. Of each electrode 

pair, one electrode was on the surface and the other 4 - 5 mm. 

away in the white matter or ventricle. Various cOlllbinations of 

potential measurements between the four electrodes gave six pri

mary readings; by combining these electrodes externally, 15 ad-

ditional readings were made, or 21 in all. For each combination, 

a measure of open-circuit voltage and internal impedance was made 

and from these values power output capacity was calculated. 

Several different forms of analysis ·were performed in 

order to gain some insight into the distribution 0£ currents. Power 

-11 7 
capacity ranged from lZ x IQ watts to 3. 6 x 10- watts, or 
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over four log units. Estimates of distribution indicate that gen

erally the depth electrodes provided mor,e current than surface ones, 

and that the left-frontal combinations gave the most of all. 

Network analysis revealed that the power capacity be

tween the six primary electrodes was not constant as volUI11e con

ductor theory would predict. One solution for this discrepancy 

would be to assume non-linearity in the system. A more parsi-
, 

monious solution asswnes that there are essentially pockets or 

''hot'' spots of power availability, and that very little current flows 

between these pockets. This hypoth~sis was supported by further 

analysis of the data. 

In conclusion, it is probable that the brain has a great 

number of ''local'' volUine conductors, each capable of producing 

large amounts of power yet relatively independent from the other. 

A confirmatory experiment might be performed by measuring the 

power capacity between two remote electrodes (i.e., across the 

entire brain) as a function of the amount of intact brain tissue. 

A second series of experiments might measure the whole brain 

characteristics, such as impedance (vs, frequency to determine 
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the linearity). Several electrode clusters could then be inves

tigated independently and compared absolutely. 

b. Direct-Current Power Measurements: Localization 

of Power Sources - Introduction - The previous results indicate that 

the brain appears to have many 11 local 11 volume conductors, that is 

that there are rrany ''hot'' spots where the power producing capability 

is high with respect to other spots and where the impedance between 

these spots is relatively large. Such a finding suggests that the 

power output of brain as a whole is independent of the total mass 

of the tissue. The following experiment was designed to study this 

hypothesis. 

A corollary experiment, to be described first, was also 

performed. The 11 hot-spot 11 hypothesis indicates that for a given 

area, power output should remain fairly constant within that area. 

Experiment I - Apparatus and Procedure - To test this, 

an active electrode was placed successively at different points be

ginning at the skull and lowering it to 4 mm. below the white matter. 

Open-circuit voltage and internal im:r:e dance were measured at each 

point with reference to an electrode already in the white matter. 
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Allowance was made for potential shifts due to moving the elec-

trodes alone. 

Results and Discussion: Table IV shows (for the area of 

brain selected) that the power output remains relatively constant 

as the electrode is moved. At all points measured, however, the 

impedance is very large compared to that usually found. Very 

little can be deduced fr01n this experiment alone. 

Experiment II, Apparatus and Procedure: The complete 

top half of the skull of a cat was completely removed under deep 

nembutal anesthesia. Care was taken not to damage the dura or 
.. 

the superior sagittal sinus. The cortex was occasionally irrigated 

with physiological saline to prevent drying. 

Calornel half-cells and saturated KCl salt bridges served 

as the electrodes. Preliminary tests showed the calomel cells to 

have less than 50 microvolts difference between them, Following 

rupture of the dura a wick electrode was placed on the surface of the 

right-frontal cortex (see E.
1 

inset of Figure 20); the other electrode 

was placed 4 mm. below the surface of the left-parietal-occipital 

cortex (see E
2 

inset of Figure 20). Potentials (open-circuit voltage) 
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'.tABLE IV 

OPEN-CIRCUIT VOLTAGE AND INTERNAL IMPEDANCE OF 
VARIOUS LEVELS OF CAT BRAIN WI TH RESPECT 

TO WHITE MATTER 

Active Open-Circuit Internal 
Electrode Location Voltage (A V) Impedance (K-Ohms) 

Skin, top + 300 481 

Skin, s ubc utane ous + 250 411 

Skull, top + 1000 691 

Falx cerebri +_, 300 600 

Dura + l 00 410 

Pia + 100 310 

White Matter + 20 310 

White Matter + 4mm + 20 310 
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were measured with a Hewlett-Packard 425 A Microvolt-ammeter, 

and internal impedance with a l. 11 megohm decade resistance 

box. 

Both the open-circuit voltage and the internal impedance 

were measured between E 1 and E 
2 

under the following conditions: 

( a) before any neural tissue, other than dura, was removed; 

( b) foll owing the removal of each of six areas of cortex (marked 

as 1/8, 1/4, 3/8, 1/2, 5/8 and 3/4 inset of Figure 20); (c~ fol-

1 owing removal of the entire left half of the sub-cortical structures, 

excluding cortex and sub-cortex under electrode E
2

; and (d) fol-

l owing removal of the entire right half of the sub-cortical structures 

excluding the tissue. The tissue was removed by suction apparatus. 

Results and Discussion: In all potentials measured, the 

surface electrode ( E 
1

) was positive with respect to the depth elec

trode. Table V gives the open-circuit voltage and internal imped

ance between E 
1 and E 

2 
following the respective removals. Figure 

20 plots power capacity between E 
1 

and E as a function of the amount 
2 

of tissue removed. The inset of Figure 20 shows the position of 

the electrodes and the order of removal of tisaue ( namely, left, then 
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TABLE V 

OPEN-CIRCUIT VOLTAGE AND INTERNAL IMPEDANCE OF WHOLE 
BRAIN AS A FUNCTION OF MASS REMOVAL. VALUES 

GIVEN ARE THOSE FOLLOWING REMOVAL OF 
THE TISSUE 

... 
Amount of Open-Circuit Internal Cortex Removed Voltage (MV) Impedance (K-Ohme; 

0 12 71 

1,8 8 61 

1/4 7 31 

3/8 12 41 

1/2 4 51 

5/8 4 41 

3/4 6,6 40.1 

11 2 sub-cortical (left) 21 51 

Entire sub-cortical (right) l 410 
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right, then left, etc., of the cortex, then left sub-cortical and 

initially right sub-cortical). 

Figure 20 indicates very little change in power level as 

the frontal and motor-sensory areas are removed. As first the 

auditory and then the parietal-occipital areas are removed, how · 

ever, there is a shift with a drop in power, then a return almost 

to pre-auditory removal levels when the entire left-hemisphere 

is removed. This power capacity thus seems to depend entirely 

upon the right hemisphere. When this is removed there is a sharp 

drop of over four log units of power . 

Table V shows quite clearly the reasons for the effect in 

Figure 20. Note that the internal impedance of the system remains 

practically constant up to the vt'!ry last measurement, The only thing 

that changes is the open-circuit voltage. This too, howcveri is rel

atively constant except when the 1 / 2 and, 5 / 8 portions of cortical 

tissue are removed. Apparently, this tissue contributed a significant 

amount of the power developed in the total system (about 10"/o) which 

kept the system from complete recovery to earlier levels. 
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Though more expe rirrients along this line are indicated, 

certainly the hypothesis that power output is independent of cortical 

mass is substantially supported. 

Swnmary and Conclusions: Two experiments were carried 

out to determine whether the power producing capability of whole brain 

d~pends upon localized "hot-spots'' or.upon the mass of the volwne 

conductor. 

The first experiment studied the change in power output as 

a function of different layers of one area (i. e_. , from skin and skull, 

through dura, pia, white matter and sub-white matter with respect 

to white matter in one anatomical location). No significant differences 

were found; however, the impedance was in every case so high as 

to leave the results in some doubt. 

The second experiment studied the effect of the removal 

of tissue upon whole brain power output, Power was measured be-

tween the right-frontal cortical surface and the left-occipital white 

matter each time following successive eighths of cortical thsue re

moval. Except for a change in open-circuit voltage when auditory 

w and occipital cortex was removed, very little drop in power was 
- .. 
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n'.Jted as a function of removal of mass. 

From these experiments it seems quite evident that the 

"hot-spot' 1 hypothesis of the power producing capability of the 

brain is more probable than a total brain-volume conductor theory. 

Confirmation of this hypothesis depends upon further studies such 

as these, and in particular a study of the electrical characteristics 

of whole brain {i.e., complex impedance, etc,), 

3. 4 Direct-Current Potentials and Physiological Varia

bility in the Human 

Introduction: The state -of-the-art review and recent 
' 

work in other neurophysiology laboratories indicate that at least one 

aspect of the neural elements in the changing potentials is due to 

shifts in pyramidal cell depolarization; these, in turn, are involved 

in cortical "activation" and other CNS phenomena. Such activity 

would appear to be highly correlated with psychological ''activation''· 

Psychological activation or "arousal" is the concept that 

behavior increases as an inverted U-function of bodily (i. e, , phy

siological activity). Thus, when at one end of the ''activation'' con-

• tinuwn, the organism is asleep and physiological variables such as 

.. .. 

• 
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heart rate, respiration, EEG activity, palmar sweating, muscle 

potentials, etc .• are low in amplitude and rate. At the other end 

. 
of the continuum, these same variables are high (as in a convul-

sive seizure or when in a state uf anxiety under stress). Again, 

behavior {as measured by ability to perform a given task) will 

be low because of the incapacitating, disorganizing effects of the 

high levels of physiological activity, The implication here - and 

one borne out by experiment - is that there is an optimum level of 

physiological activity for the most efficient level of performance 

or behavior. 

The reasons for using this concept in the study of d. c. 

potentials are two: first, d. c. pqtentials in the CNS have been 

shown to underly cortical-reticular formation '•arousal'' or acti-

vation in lower anilnals; in man, experiment has suggested that 

cortical-reticular formation activation is the neural substrate for 
" 

the psychological activation described above, Secondly, the tech-

niques employed in studying psychological ''activation' 1 in man lend 

themselves to a direct comparison between variations of physiological 

activity and direct-current potential shifts in the CNS. 
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Apparatus and Procedure: A normal human subject was 

prepared for physiological recording, This included two silver

silver-chloride electrodes placed unilaterally on the scalp over the 

dominant frontal cortex for the measurement of cortical d. c. paten-

tiala. Other appropriate electrodes were placed for recording the 

electroencephalograph (EEG), the heart rate (EKG), changes in 

heart rate (E CTG ), respiration rate, and four surface muscle po-

tentials from the two arm and two le~ extensors (EMG). These 

potentials were all amplified and recorded and electronically in 

tegrated every four seconds. The d, c, potentials were applied to 

cl. chopper circuit and monitored by the electroencephalograph, The 

chopping frequency was about eight pt;r second; any resting poten

tial~ were balanced out with a balancing potentiometer, A sufficient 

length of recording was obtained after the subject was relaxed to 

get a reeling record, The subject was then allowed to go to sleep 

for about 15 mim1te~; following this he (or she) was abruptly awakened 

by loud noises and bright, flashing lights, When the record had again 

returned to base, the subject was inst1u:ted in the experimental task. 

Tr.is task, calculated to change his physiological activity 
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when the task difficulty increased, was a simple one; the subject 

had to push on a foot pedal and try to 11 track' 1 a continuously chang-

ing auditory signal presented to him through earphones. If he heard 

a tone in the right ear, he was ntaking a 11 down 11 error; if, in the 

left, an "up" error. In either case, the audio signal amplitude 

was pr cpor~ional to the amount of error, and the subject had to 

make a re spouse (pushing on the pedal or releasing it) that was ap

propriate for reducing the audio signal level, ·, 

To make the task more difficult and to increase (or de-

crease) the physiological level qf activity, the subject was required 

to grasp a hand dynamometer and to keep the level of tension at the pre-

aet value throughout the ''tracking'' task. The pressure on the hand 

dynamometer deformed a set of bala{lced strain gauges mounted on .. 
tempered spring steeL The output of the strain gauge worked into 

a bridge circuit, the differential being amplified and supplied to 

a double pole, double contact meter relay. Constant frequency audio 

oscillator signals were fed thr Jugh these manually-set contacts such 

that if the subject squeezed the dy·1amometer too hard he would hear 

a high tone; if he did not squeeze the dynJ.mometcr hard enough he 
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heard a low tone. His task was to maintain a null condition. Dif-

ferent levels of the required ''induced tension'' provided different 

levels of taskFfomB.nce and shifted the physiological output to 

new levels. 

The instantaneous electroencephalogram, the EKG and 

all muscle potentials were measured with a Grass Model IVA, eight

channel EEG with sensitivities up to two microvolts per millimeter. 

The EEG Channels were also passed through three band-pass fil

ters (8 - 12, 18 - 27 and 33 - 47 cps! and electronically integrated 

along with the muscle tensions. The integration time constant was 

four seconds. The other physiological data were amplified on Edin 
. 

biological amplifiers or Edin Model 811 d. c. amplifiers. Their 

outputs were then recorded on the same chart drive as the inte

grated outputs of the auditory-tracking error score and the level 

of the dynamometer induced tension. 

Eighteen subjects(nine male and nine female) were used 

over a period of three months. Each experimental session required 

two hours of apparatus warm-up and calibration, one hour of pre-

paring for the subject (chloriding Ag-AgCl electrodes, making eled-rode 
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holders, etc.), 45 minutes installing the electrodes, two hours-

45 minutes running the experiment proper, and one hour for clean

ing and final calibrations. Measurement and analysis of records 

required about 10 man hours per subject. 

' 
Results and Discussion: Means and standard deviations 

for all of the physiological data were calculated and plotted against 

values of induced muscle tension. Increases in direct-current cor-

tical potentials, heart-rate, palmar conductance, EEG 18-27 and 

EEG 33-47 and electromyographic potentials of non-active muscles 

were all linearly rdated to eachother and to the induced muscle-

tensiono EEG frequencies (8-12) had a slight curve-linear relation

ship {of an inverted U-form), while respiration rate remained fairly 

regular with a slight tendency for increase under the extreme ten-

sion conditions. Variability was extremely high from indiv~dual to 

individual with so much overlapping that no sex differences could 

be discriminated. Surprisingly, the physiological data appeared 

slightly skewed, though tests of homogeneity of variance were non-

6 ignificant. 

It would appear from this analysis that cortical direct

current potentials in the central nervous system of the human are 
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closely related to changes in other physiological variables and to 

psychological activation. However, a difficulty has arisen in this 

interpretation, to wit: the d. c. electra:eswere placed directly over 

the skin of the scalp. Such a technique undoubtedly allows at 

least a partial amount of the recorded potential to be contributed 

by the skin of the scalp. In effect, much of the recorded d. c. cor

tical shifts may have actually been the galvanic skin response at the 

scalp. The very close correlation of the d. c. shifts at the scalp 

and the palmar conductance ( +O. 96) would tend to support this notion . 

To elbninate this artifact, a technique was tested which 

discriminated between those potentials due to the skin and those due 

to the underlying brain. Five electrodes were employed: three were 

placed on top of the skin and two - effectively - placed under the skin. 

(This was done by piercing the sldn under the electrodes a number 

of times with a sterile needle)". One surface electrode was placed 

on either side of a subcutaneous electrode as shown in Figure 21 _ 

Potentials were measured with a Hewlett-Packard 425A 

Microvolt Ammeter. Vl and V2 represent the skin potential associated 

with each of the two subcutaneous electrodes. The odd surface electrode 
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FIGURE 21 - SCHEMATIC OF D-C ELECTRODE SYSTEM DESIGNED 

TO REMOVE VOLTAGE-DROP ACRUSS THE SCALP 

WHILE RECORDING UNDERLYING CORTICAL SHIFTS, 
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S2 served to cancel out side-to-side gradients along the skin. Y3 

represents the potential betwee.n the two subcutaneous electrodes 

alone. In ordinary biological media, V3 is isopotential; there fore, 

any current flowing will be due to cortical currents derived from 

the brain under the skull. Consequently, any shifts in the asso-

ciated potential reflect shifts in the cortical d. c. and are inde

pendent of any skin potential gradients or change. 

Unfortunately, this method proved to be too sensitive -

as it must be to provide the capability for measuring d. c. changes 

through the skull. After a number of wisuccessful attempts to use 

this method, it was found that the sensitivities required were 

considerably greater than the most stable Ag-Ag Cl electrode. 

Consequently, considerable random changes and noise, due almost 

entirely to the electrode system, obliterated or distorted the cortical 

d. c. changes. The alternative, of course, is to use calomel 

half-cells checked to as low as 25 microvolts difference of potential. 

However, these were not available by the end of the contract year, 

and therefore the experiment remains inconclusive. 
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Summary and Conclusions: Work in direct-current poten

tials of the central nervous system has indicated a close tic between 

cortical d. c. shifts and other physiological phenomena. Similar 

physiological shifts in human beings are also associated with changes 

in psychological 1 'activation' 1 or ''arousal''· Since activation is 

relatively simple to induce, and a tool easily used to produce meas 

urable changes in human physiological levels, a vehicle was provided 

for evaluating cortical d. c. shifts and changing physiological levels 

in the human. Information from these investigations could then be 

used for assessing: (1) the basic relationships between the d c • 

brain activity and visceral-peripheral activity; ( 2) the possible 

relation between d. c. potentials and microwave irradiation in the 

human; { 3) the probable relation between microwave irradiation and 

physiological change in the human; and ( 4) greater insight into the 

fundamental mechanisms of the d. c, potentials themselves. 

Nine male and nine female· coll<'ge students (ages 18 - 30) 

ti,ormal health) were used. Measured EEq EGG, respiration, palmar 

conductance, cortical d.c., and four muscle potentials (two arms, 

two leg extensors) were recorded under va1:ious levels of pgychological 
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"activation". The activation was produced by inducing muscle 

tension in the subject's right arm while performing an auditory 

tracking task with the right foot. Changes in physiological activity 

of the subject were produced by shifting levels of activation due to 

increased muscle tension. 

All variables except EEG 8-12 and respiration were 

highly and positively htra-correlated and varied directly with in-

duced muscle tension. However, it was discovered that the d, c. cort-

ical shifts were at least partially due to the galvanic skin response 

across the scalp. A method for eliminaing this artifact proved to 

be inadequate in terms of stable electrodes. The results ofthie 

experiment, therefore, are still inc~nclusive. 

3. 5 hnpedance Measurements of Whole Brain 

Introduction: In January, 1959, an experiment conducted 

at Tulane revealed that the whole brain of ~he mammal may be non-
... 

linear electrically. An alternative hypothesis was that the brain 

consists of a nwnber of ''hot-spots'' or ''local'' volume conductors, 

each of which have a relatively high power producing capability; be-

tween these "hot-spots", however, it was supposed that the impedance was 
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much higher than the internal impedances of the '' local" gen

erators. Such a conception radically alters current thinking, where 

the entire brain is cunsidered as one volume conductor. The pos-

sible existence of many small volume conductors significantly 

changes functional considerations as they are now being studied, 

The present experiment represents a pilot study to deter-

mine whether the brain indeed shows non-linear characteristics. 

It is supposed that such a relationship would be revealed by making 

impedance measurements of whole brain between different areas 

and at different frequencies. 

Apparatus and Procedure: Four silver-silver chloride elec

trodes were placed in the right and left frontal and occipital cortex 

of three adult hooded-male rats, under deep nembutal anesthesia. 

A Muirhead Instruments impedance bridge was then used to measure 

the impedance and phase angle between each electrode combination as 

a function of two frequencies: l 59l and 60 cps. Measurements were 

also made after the animals had expired. 

Results and Discussion: Table VI lists the results of 

the impedance and phase angle measurements between each set of elec-
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trodes at frequencies of 1592 and 60 cps, Note that in every case 

the phase angle is positive for 1592 cps, indicating inductive reac

tance; for 60 cps on the other hand, the phase angle is always nega

tiv~, indicating capacitive reactance. Values of impedance and re-

actance (cL the phase angles)vary not only with frequency, but also 

with changes of electrode combination. Thus, both frequency and 

location of electrodes appear important in the determination of 

whole brain impedance, .. 

One very interesting finding is illustrated in Table VII . 

If we assume the resistive component to stay constant with changes in 

frequency, then the capacitance and inductance values are as shown. 

The inductive component appears realistic, but the capacitive com-

ponent is extremely large. The alternative, of course, is to assurn.e 

that resistance does change with frequency. In this case one has an 

inverse relation between resistance and frequency as shown in Table VII. 

In either case, the hypothesis that the brain does not act as 

one volume conductor is supported, The earlier question of non-

linearity is also raised, however, and should thoroughly be inves

tigated to resolution. 
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TABLE YI 

IMPEDANCE AND PHASE ANGLE OF WHOLE BRAIN OF THE RAT 
FOR TWO FREQUENCIES AND BET\VEEN FOUR ELECTRODES. 

(SEE KEY AT BOTTON; FOR El.£CTRODE l'LAGEMENT). 

Electrode 
Combination Frequency (cps) Impedance (Ohr:rs) Phase Angle 

A-B 1592 390 + 2.5 
60 480 - 5. 0 

A-C 1592 525 + 3. 0 
60 650 - 7. 0 

A - D 1592 540 + 2. 0 
60 640 - 4. 5 

B - C 1592 500 + 2.5 
60 600 - s. 8 

B-D 1592 560 + 2. 0 
60 660 - 4. 0 

C-D 1592 540 + 3. 0 
60 640 - 6. 0 

' A - D (Animal 1592 725 + 3. 0 
Expir~d) 60 850 - 4. 0 

Key to Electrode Placement : A Lt,ft frontal cortex 
B Right frontal cortex 
G Right occipital cortex 
D Left occipital cortex 
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TABLE VII 

IMPEDANCE, RESISTANCJ!;, REACTANCE, PHASE ANGLE, CAPACITANCE AND INDUCTANCE 
OF WHOLE BRAIN AT TWO FREQUENCIES 

Electrode 
Combination 

A - D 

Frequency 
(cps) 

1592 

60 

Complex 
hnpedance 
(ohms) 

820 

900 

Resistive 
(ohms) 

816 

898 

Reactive 
(ohms) 

+ 35. 7 

- 39. 2 

Phase 
Angle 

(Degrees) 

+ 2.5 

- z. 5-

Assuming Const. Resistance, tiu;n: 
Capacitance Inductance 
{Farads) (Henrys) -----------

-3 7.lxlO 

3 
4 X 10 

; ·--------------------------------------------------
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Summary and Conclusions: Complex impedance and 

phase angle measurements of the whole brain of the rat were made 

between four electrode combinations ~t frequencies (1592 and 60 cps;. 

Resistance, capacitive and inductive reactance, and capacitance 

inductance for one condition were also calculated. It was found 

that both impedance and phase are functions 'of frequeocy, time and the 

location of electrodes. In every case, reactance was inductive at 

the higher frequency and capacitive at the lower frequency. Values 

for the expired animal did not differ greatly from the alive, but 

deeply anesthetized, animal. 

If resistance is assumed constant for changes in frequency, 

then it was found that the inductance. at 1592 cps was of a reasonable 

order of magnitude. The capacitance at 60 cps, however, was ex-

tremely high. In this case the only alternative is to assume a change 

in resistance with a change in frequency, These findings support 

both a 1 'hot-spot'' theory of power-producing capability of brain and 

a non-linearity theory, Resolution depends upon further clarification 

of whole brain characteristics. 
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Because of the small phase angles involved, the values 

obtained for reactance should be looked upon with some scepticism. 

A better technique for determining the impedance of whole brain 

might be to use the brain voltages and frequencies as the source 

voltages and frequencies of the im pe dance bridge, 
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4. 0 PILOT EXPERIMENTS 

At the onset of the program to determine the neural ef-

fects of microwaves, a number of pilot experiments were performed 

which were intended to indicate areas of fruitful investigation. Some 

of these experiments, such as the early work on the nociceptive re

sponse, led into the more elaborate follow-up studies on which pre-

.. 
cise measurements and careful controls were employed; others, ap

peared to be less worthy of further pursuit and were terminated. 

In this latter group of experiments, however, a number of interesting, 

though isolated, phenomena were observed; for the sake of complete

ness, these experiments are described in the following sections. 

4. 1 Onset Time of Microwave Induced Discomfort in Chickens 

Reports by the University of Miami of immediate behavioral 

responses of animals including checkena exposed to 1 cm microwave 

radiation aroused our curiosity; we hoped to uncover the neurophy-

siological mechanism responsible for the reported behavior. 

In the experiments mentioned, the rapid onset of hypo- or 

hyper-activity would seem to preclude a heat effect. Based on our 

experiments on the nociceptive reflex, however, the behavior 
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observed appears to be explainable as a thermal effect. 

In a previous report we stated that isolated nerves re -

spond to microwave energy rapidly and show increased activity 

as a result of irradiation, This activity most likely results from 

a rapid rise in the temperature of the isolated nerve after absorp

tion of microwave radiation. Peripheral thermal receptors of 

a chicken may also readily absorb microwave radiation. Thus, the 

temperature of the sensory nerve endings may rise rapidly in ad

vance of a general elevation in body temperature, and the animal 

would be expected to respond immediately to its cutaneous temper 

ature receptors. When this microwave heat response is com

pared with one resulting from convective (hot air) or radiation heat 

(infrared), the latter two responses may show some relative delay. 

Convective heating requires time, and is generally non-specific. 

Infrared heat is totally absorbed by tha external feather covering, 

and is transformed to convective and conductive heat, or else re-

radiated at longer wavelengths. On the other hand, feathera may 

be as transparent to microwave as polystyrene foam. In this con

nection, the dielectric properties of feathers were investigatedp 
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and preliminary measurements indicate that feathers readily 

pass 3 cm. microwave radiation. 

In an attempt to isolate cutaneous sensory reflexes from 

hypothalamic responses, the spinal cords of chickens were eec-

tioned. Unfortunately, the animals proved intolerant to spinal shock 

and did not survive. The use of drugs is being considered as a 

means whereby afferent sensory stimuli may be blocked, thus de -

priving the central nervous system of its peripheral h.!at sensation. 

It is perhaps not without poetic injustice that chickens 

have been chosen for this study. For their cousins, birds of all 

the species of animals may be expected to be those most adversely 

affected by microwave irradiation from radar s ourci; s. 

The use of chickens as experimental animals presented 

a nwnber of problems: the anima]s are far from tame. and it 

is difficult to keep the animal within the central region of th:! beam; 

the chicken moves continuously, avoiding the central region of 

the cage independent of whether or not the radar beam is Ono Given 

any small area of particular interest within a larger area, it may 

be supposed that a randomly moving object will be within th~ 9maller 

area the least time, and when within the smaller area ,will generally 

be found to be moving out of that area. Thu;,, a randomly moving 
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chicken may on the average appear to avoid any particular area 

of interest within a cage irrespective of the microwave beam. 

Another element of randomness i~ introduced with chickens in 

that they may choose not to move at all when placed in the ir-

radiation cage. They may sit or stand .for a time, and then 

suddenly begin to move about. They may sit or stand where 

placed whether the microwave beam is directly on them or turned 

off. It is felt, therefore, that s om.e means must be devised .. 
to control this random behavior or else to s uostitute purposeful 

behavior for undirected activity. The positioning of food near 

hungry chickens appears to be a sohttion to this problem. 

When a small amount of food is placed directly over the 

3 cm. radar horn, a chicken, following a day's fast, will stay 

directly over the horn {region of greatest m1crowave intensity) in 

order to feed. The chickens remain in th is region for about 

2 
fifteen minutes at a power density of about O. 03 watts/ cm (and 

greater as the chicken lowers its head to peck), In about l 5 min

utes the intraperitoneal temperature rises from 41, 5 ° C. to about 

0 
42. 7 C., and the chickens stop eating and move away from the 

beam. 
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In this case it appears that any sudden painful or un-

comfortable sensation from the radar is of lesser importance 

than the moderate degree of hunger experienced by these chickens. 

The onset of microwave induced d(scomfort which overcomes the 

response to hunger appears to be body temperature dependent. 

These preliminary experiments indicate a behavioral 

response which can be used as a measure of microwave radiation 

effect. Further studies using chicken.!'! are deferred since more 

direct indications and measures of neural effects are presently 

being employed. 

4. 2 3 Cm. Microwave Effects on Cooled Animals 

A group of experiments was conducted to study athermal 

situations. For these experiments. lizards or frogs are cooled 

0 
to about 5 C. These animals are then irradiated at a power den-

sity of O. 045 watts/ cm 
2 

for approximately 20 minutes until an in-

• 0 tra-peritoneal temperature of 20 C. is reached. At this point 

the radar is turned off, and the animals are allowed to cool to 

18° C. 
0 

The animals are then again irradiated to 20 C. and the 

cycle is repeated for as long as two hours total radiation. The 

animals thus exposed are not killed by the radar and no subsequent 

\ 
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ill effects are observed. By way of contrast, animals irradiated 

0 . at room temperature and allowed to heat to 35 C. generally die 

within 5 minutes or shortly therafter. Those removed from the 

irradiation at 5 minutes at O. 045 watts/cm
2 

also die within a 

short time. When the animals are irradiated at intermediate tern-

peratures and their intraperitoneal temperatures allowed to reach 

30-32° C., they show periods of great activity and alarm which 

alternate with unresponsive periods. Some of the animals that 

are irradiated at temperatures which are not, as such, detri-

mental die subsequent to the irradiation. The exaggerated activity 

of the animals irradiated a1 these temperatures suggests that 

if a per se microwave effect exists, it is to some extent depend-· 

ent upon the temperature to which the animal is permitted to heat. 

4. 3 Effects of Microwave Radiation on Neural Mechanisms 

a. General - From the start of this project, steps were 

taken to determine whether or not microwave radiation has a di-

rect effect on nervous tissue. In order to answer this question one 

keeps continuously in mind that heat aloti.e - which is produced as a 
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result of microwave absorption - is e ufficient to cause abnormal 

responses by the affected neural material; hence, an effort was 

mad to mitigate the heat effect on the affected tissue, organ, or 

animal by providing an environment sufficiently cold to allow 

' 
rapid heat exchange. The previous section describes some ex-

periments with athcrmal conditions in mind. A simple system 

chosen for study is the isolated nerve, 

b. Techniques - To implement athermal studies a 

small cold chamber was constructed. This chamber is sur-

rounded by a helical copper coil through which cold water circu

lates from a reservoir of ice, water,· and salt. Thie fluid is 

pumped rapidly through the coil in order to maintain the air tem

o 
perature within the chamber at +3 C, The chamber itself is 

constructed of polystyrene foam which allows the free passage 

of microwave radiation, but the copper coils are shielded from 

the incident radiation by means of adsorbing material. 
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The isolated sciatic nerve of the frog was chosen for 

studies of microwave radiation on isolated nerve tissue. This 

nerve was chosen because the nerves of cold blooded vertebrates 

better withstand the initial low temperatures obtaining at the start 

of radiation. Chambers for the stimulation and recording of isolated 

nerve preparations were designed artd fabricated to meet the special 

requirements imposed on the preparation by microwave radiation. 

Isolated nerves were obtained, stimulated at various rates and du-

rations, and the results displayed oscillographically, 

Since heat is produced as a result of 3 cm. microwave 

radiation, the isolated nerve preparation is prevented from over-

heating when desired by irradiating it within the cold chamber pre-

viously described. 
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The nerve is stimulated at varying frequencies (gen-

erally 60 cps) and the response displayed oscillographically. 

Tht> stimulus is continuously applied. At room ten.pt~raturt·s the 

power density usecl rabes the temperaturt> of the expt:rimen~al 

rnaterial within a few mintit,·s to temper.J.turcs s..ifficient to cause 

ave rheating and ''death". At the low kmperat.1res procluced in 

.. 
the cold chamber the isolated nerve preparation may be cooled 

below the minimum temperatures required to sustain nervo<1s 

activity, such that electrical st1n'ul.1s fails tc, l"licit a rcaponsP 

on the part of the isolated nerve . 

c, Rcs·.1lts - The effect of cooli.'16 way be revPr.sPd by 

3 cm, microwave irradiativn, Moderate po'.ver densities t'licit 

a response similar to that found at .room temper.itures, Increases 

in power der . .sity elicit a rt•spons<' si111ilar tu nervvuD dlsch..icges 

at elevated temperature ( ~6 ° C,) as ma 1 be> illustrd.ted by the ap-

plication of infrare<! ' 1hcat'' or hot .1ir from a bl,,wrr Further 

irradiation, or heating, c.'.ecrcast>s the spike amplitmk ar.r. if 

prolonged more than J few seconcls irreversibly inhibits nervous 

activity. 
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5. 0 CONCLUSIONS 

Interest in the neural effects of microwave radiation has 

developed due to : (a) previously observed effects upon mammalian 

behavior; (b) various previous observations of coupling between 

electromagnetic fields and the central nervous system; and (c) 

possibilities of valuable new concepts in the electrical sciences to be de-

rived from an improved understanding of neural function. 

In such a broad field, the present investigations should be 

considered as exploratory. During the past year, several effects 

of microwaves on the nervous system have been found, including: 

increase in the activity of an isolated nerve and an isolated tissue 

membrane, microwave beam avoidance by chickens, and initiation 

of a nociceptive response in the peripheral nervous system, All 

effects observed occur with a change in temperature of the irra

diated tissue. Heating, by infrared, is also fowid to be associated 

with a change in d. c. potential in the central ncrv~us system. Such 

changes are presently being correlated with changes in behavior 

with both animal and human subjects. 
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Several directions are indicated for future work during 

the next year. The nociceptive response should be investigated 

more thoroughly with improved means of measuring surface tern-

perature and in predicicting temperatures at various depths in 

tissue. Temperature related damage or pathology with the unmye

linated sensory neural fibers should be determined in order to 

predict possible damage to humans due to the penetrating heat of 

microwaves . 

The mechanism of behavioral changes related to micro

wave absorption and tho ir relationship to the nociceptive response 

in the peripheral nervous system requires further study. Corre-

lation with the observations of other investigators is needed to 

determine whether the peripheral response may act as a trigger 

for the more general behavioral arousal and excitation associated 

with irradiation of mammals. 

Further measurement of cerebral d. c. potentials in mammals 

and humans to establish their relationship to behavior with and without 

. 
microwave absorption is indicated by the past year's results. 

Also, the effect of microwaves on isolated neural compo

nents in connection with possible polarization or coupling due to 
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particular angular orientation is a subject for further study. 

Further information in this area is of interest to understanding 

signal transmission and induction in the human nervous system • 
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